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Abstract
This thesis applies Sigmund Freud's psychoanalytic theory of trauma to William
Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury. Chapter One of this thesis discusses Freud's theory of
archaic heritage, which argues that a trauma can be passed down from one generation to the next
through subconscious attitudes and behaviors. I argue that for white Southern men, the loss of
the Civil War and its subsequent challenge to pre-Civil War notions of masculinity represents a
trauma great enough to be passed from one generation to the next. I apply this concept of
inherited trauma to the interactions between the Compson brothers and their father in which their
father passes on his region's trauma. Chapter Two of this thesis explores Freud's theory of
individual trauma, in which he argues that trauma is the result of a person’s inability to react
fully when he or she experiences an event that causes harm, fear, or shame. I apply this theory to
each of the Compson brothers, exploring how trauma manifests differently in each brother as he
attempts to fulfill a masculine gender expectation by regaining control over himself and others.
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Introduction
They say the things you own can end up owning you. 1 What they don’t tell you is that the
things you own can end up haunting you … for centuries. Even after you no longer own them.
Toni Morrison, in her book, Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination,
discusses the ways in which throughout the history of the United States, white Americans,
particularly white men, have defined themselves by what they were not: black and female. 2 But
with the emancipation of slaves, the Civil Rights movement, and increasing gender and racial
equality for more than a century, many white Southern men have refused to find a new identity,
one that is no longer based on mastery, racism, and misogyny (Friend, vii-xv). Many of these
men still cling to this outdated concept of masculinity because it seems to offer a mythological
sense of power. The result of this clinging can be seen in the Neo-Nazi, Neo-Confederate, and
white supremacist rallies that populated news channels with disturbing frequency in the months
leading up to the 2016 election and which have continued well past the election’s conclusion.
These rallies, centered around white supremacy and the preservation of confederate
relics, are deeply rooted in a history of racism, privilege, and masculinity. In the American
South, masculinity has been closely tied to concepts of “honor,” which is most often established
through virility, violence, competition, protection, and mastery over others. 3 In my thesis, I
intend to explore the ways in which Sigmund Freud’s concept of trauma intersects with race and
U.S. Southern concepts of masculinity in William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury. Freud
outlines two types of trauma, an inherited cultural trauma and an individual trauma, both of

1

See Chuck Palahniuk’s novel, Fight Club: “Then you’re trapped in your lovely nest, and the things you
used to own, now they own you” (44) and David Fincher’s movie adaptation: “the things you own end up
owning you” (00:31:10).
2
Chapter 2: “Romancing the Shadow,” pp. 31-51.
3
See Craig Thompson Friend and Trent Watts.
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which can be seen in The Sound and the Fury. First, Freud identifies the concept of a systemic
traumatic experience or historical trauma, which an entire group of people can inherit. These
collective traumas can produce neurotic behaviors in individuals as those individuals attempt to
repress their cultural or social traumas. 4 This thesis argues that The Sound and the Fury
illustrates the ways in which the loss of the Civil War represents a trauma for post-Civil War
white Americans in the South because they have inherited the defeat of their ancestors. This
inherited defeat is particularly problematic for white men because in addition to losing the Civil
War, they also lost the ability to control women and African Americans in the overt way
previous generations had and which was closely associated with white Southern constructions of
masculinity.
This concept of inherited defeat can be seen in Jason Sr.’s comments about battles that
have already been lost and men’s futile desire to control women’s sexuality. While many white
Southern men view their pre-Civil War positionality as both powerful and stable, Jason Sr.
questions the stability of this pre-Civil War identity, calling victory “an illusion of philosophers
and fools” and explaining that “it was men invented virginity not women” (76, 78). From his
comments the reader can see that Jason Sr. believes that white post-Civil War men in the South
are expressing nostalgia for an identity that never really existed, but was instead an absurd
illusion to begin with. In addition, inherited defeat and its accompanying trauma can also be seen
through the character of Benjy in his attempts to control his sister, Caddy, and the African
American servants in the Compson home. Sensing he lacks power in the way that his brothers,
Quentin and Jason, may seem to have power, Benjy is forced to take a different approach from
the approaches of Quentin and Jason: he controls others by behaving in ways that can’t be
4

See Toni Morrison’s revised version of this concept that memories cannot be repressed, even if
“forgotten,” which she calls “rememory” in her novel, Beloved.
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reasoned with: he moans, howls, clutches, and grabs in order to maintain control and force others
to submit to his desires.
Quentin shows symptoms of trauma through his memories of these conversations with his
father, which he experiences in the form of flashbacks, rather than as coherent memories of his
own choice. Jason Jr. also exemplifies his inherited trauma as he struggles to find a way to relate
to both African Americans and women in the post-Civil War South, problems exemplified
through his obsessive need to maintain control. This obsessive struggle for control can be seen in
his interactions with his mother, Caroline, who reflects pre-Civil War gender expectations
because of her willingness and desire to be dependent on men for protection and care. In
addition, Jason’s compulsion for control can be seen through his interactions with more modern
women, such as Caddy and her daughter, Quentin, who value independence, sovereignty, and
control over their own bodies and lives. While Caroline Compson allows Jason to control her
choices and actions (or at least feigns this allowance), Caddy and Quentin reject this control.
Jason spends a considerable amount of time attempting to force this “new” type of Southern
woman to submit to his power, which he believes will prove he is in control and, therefore,
“masculine.”
In addition to an inherited trauma, this thesis also analyzes The Sound and the Fury in
accordance with Freud’s theories regarding individual trauma. Freud believed that trauma was
caused when a person experienced an event to which they were unable to react fully. In response,
the individual attempts to repress the memory of these traumatic experiences; however, he or she
is rarely successful. Instead, the memory resurfaces in the form of flashbacks against the
individual’s will or control and the individual is left seeking some kind of energetic reaction to
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the memory - some way to react in order to correct the traumatic memory. This results in a
bodily language that the individual’s consciousness is unable to control or prevent.
Benjy illustrates this "bodily language" through his limited means for communication:
Rather than communicating with words, Benjy is left to communicate in a more visceral way,
communicating his needs and desire through clutching, hugging, moaning and howling. Quentin
also experiences his trauma in the form of flashbacks. His mind forces him to return to traumatic
memories, memories over which Quentin feels he lacks control or in which his worldview is
challenged. In the end, Quentin realizes he’s unable to escape his trauma, unable to assimilate the
conflicting worldviews he is confronted with: that of the old South that he inherits from his
father’s advice and that of the new South that he meets in his lived experience. With this
realization, Quentin turns to self-destruction as his only answer.
Lastly, Jason Jr.’s trauma can be seen through his anxiety about weakness or insanity,
which does not blend with the powerful, masculine identity he attempts to construct. Jason’s
trauma manifests itself in the form of violence and domination: he is obsessed with maintaining
control, reflecting his unconscious fear of returning to those moments in his childhood when he
had no control. While Benjy seeks control through howling and moaning, and Quentin seeks
control through fighting (however unsuccessful he may be), Jason takes another approach:
despite appearing the most violent brother by making threats throughout his section, Jason is
more strategic and avoids physical confrontation by manipulating others around him. Jason
punishes and controls Caddy by preventing her from seeing her daughter and he controls Quentin
by following her and stealing the money Caddy sends her.
Each of the Compson brothers possesses unique traits and therefore operates in a distinct
way from his brothers. Faulkner writes Benjy’s character as disabled and unable to use verbal
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communication or traditional language. This leaves him with significantly less agency than
Quentin and Jason, causing Benjy’s trauma to manifest through symptoms such as howling,
clutching, moaning, and flashbacks; symptoms Benjy appears to be unable to stop or control.
Quentin on the other hand is fixated on gender performance, sexual virility, and inheritance more
than either of his brothers, while Jason Jr. uses misogyny, racism, and money as a means to
uphold his privilege. Despite these considerable differences, the brothers share several traits,
such as flashback memories, unrestrained emotion, and an inability to adjust to a changing
world. These similarities and differences help us understand that despite its many manifestations,
the underlying root of trauma remains related to a perceived lack of power. This perceived lack
of power is key to understanding how trauma operates in our larger society in terms of
potentially motivating events such as the white-supremacist rallies I mentioned at the start of this
introduction.
Faulkner’s portrayal of white Southern masculinity in The Sound and the Fury serves to
critique this gendered and racialized construction, as well as to present a grim image of what can
happen to men when they cling too closely to ideas about masculinity, female virginity, and
power – ideas that reflect a past “reality” that never existed to begin with. Nearly every white
man in the novel seems to be acting out various ideas about masculinity. I have already briefly
discussed, and will continue to discuss, the ways in which Benjy’s, Quentin’s, and Jason Jr.s
ideas about masculinity influence their actions and beliefs and the negative consequences each
brother faces. In contrast to the Compson brothers, Jason Sr. attempts to question these ideas
about masculinity, but rather than actively rejecting these ideas, he seems to give up, telling his
sons that ideas like virginity and victory never existed or mattered to begin with. While in
comparison to other “masculine” characters in the novel, this dismissal may seem like a more
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benevolent way to approach masculinity, or at least the start to one, it must also be recognized
that this dismissal is a spineless way to address ideas that have been responsible for the
oppression of those who lack this gendered, racialized, and able-bodied privilege.
In addition to these main characters, Faulkner also provides several other negative
examples of U.S. white Southern masculinity: Maury’s character is negatively portrayed when he
acts out sexual virility by using Caddy and Benjy to deliver his love letters to Mrs. Patterson, a
married woman. In addition, he uses his position of privilege to manipulate his sister, Caroline
Compson, in order to live off of Jason Sr.’s (and later Jason Jr.’s) income. Charlie, one of
Caddy’s love interests, and the man with the red tie, Miss Quentin’s love interest, also behave in
accordance to these outmoded ideas of masculinity by acting out their virility and by using their
able-bodied privilege over Benjy. Faulkner portrays this masculine “ideal” negatively when
Charlie tells Caddy, “[Benjy] cant talk,” implying that it’s okay for them to have sex in front of
Benjy because his disability prevents him from telling anyone about it (47). Faulkner uses Caddy
to critique this attitude when she asks, “are you crazy . . . he can see” and begins to fight.
Faulkner portrays the man with the red tie as traditionally masculine when he attempts to impress
Benjy with his daring and physical capability by placing a lit match into his mouth and pulling it
back out. Faulkner shows the negative aspect to this masculine performance when the man with
the red tie asks Benjy if he “want[s] to try it” and tells him to “open [his] mouth” (49). Faulkner
ensures the reader does not miss the malicious intent behind this action when “Quentin hit[s] the
match with her hand” and says “goddam you . . . I’m going to tell Dilsey on you.” This again
demonstrates masculine able-bodied privilege and a lack of concern for those who don’t have the
same privilege.
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Many scholars have analyzed Faulkner’s work for his inclusion of psychoanalytic
concepts such as repression, trauma, and incest. 5 In “Writing Past Trauma,” Lisa Hinrichsen
explains how Faulkner’s work intersects with the Southern gothic genre and Freud’s trauma
theory because of the ways in which Faulkner illustrates how “past and present [are] intertwined,
each distorting each other” and exposes “how dominant cultural currents circumscribe and
inform individual psychology (220, 221). Through Hinrichsen’s description, the reader can see
how Faulkner’s work interweaves Southern gothic concepts of a haunting past with
psychoanalytic concepts of repressed social and individual trauma. In his essay, “The Gothic
Import of Faulkner’s “Black Son” in Light in August,” David R. Jarraway applies Kristeva’s
psychoanalytic theories to Faulkner and the Southern gothic genre in order to explore how
Faulkner’s fiction navigates the unrepresentability of truth and identity. 6 Finally, many literary
critics have linked Faulkner’s fiction and work within the Southern gothic genre to Freud’s
concept of “The Uncanny,” which highlights fear, repression, and obsession. 7 For example,
Susan Scott Parrish’s article, “Faulkner and the Outer Weather of 1927,” combines “The
Uncanny” with ecocriticism in order to analyze how Faulkner’s work reflects the regional trauma
caused by the “Great Flood” of the Mississippi River in 1927.
Although Faulkner has been analyzed before through a Freudian or psychoanalytic
perspective, the scholarship I’ve found exploring Freud’s concept of trauma have focused on
other texts written by Faulkner, such as Absalom, Absalom!, Light in August, and Sanctuary. 8
5

See Doreen Fowler, Kathleen Moore, John T. Irwin Kristen Fujie, Albert Haley, and Michael Zeitlin’s
“Returning to Freud and The Sound and the Fury.”
6
For more on Faulkner and the Southern gothic genre, see Elizabeth Margaret Kerr, Robert K. Martin,
Susan V. Donaldson, and Artea Panajotovic.
7
See Michael Zeitlin’s “The Uncanny and the Opaque in Yoknapatawpha and Beyond,” Martin Kreiswirth,
Chad Jewett, and He Qingji.
8
See Greg Forter’s “Freud, Faulkner, Caruth: Trauma and the Politics of Literary Form” and Dorothy
Stringer’s Not Even Past: Race, Historical Trauma, and Subjectivity in Faulkner, Larsen, and Van
Vechten.
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While Hinrichsen and Parrish briefly discuss The Sound and the Fury in relation to trauma
theory, their focus lies in the trauma caused by human-induced environmental degradation and
“the role landscape, mood, and climate play in human consciousness” (Parrish, 222). The only
other piece of scholarship I’ve found that focuses on Freud’s theory of trauma and The Sound
and the Fury is Kristin Fujie’s Ties of Blood: Gender, Race, and Faulkner.” Her dissertation
focuses primarily on trauma and race, arguing that “Faulkner’s probing of sexual relations in the
1920s provides the necessary context for understanding his treatment of race relations in the
1930s,” going on to say that “racial anxiety explodes within an established landscape of sexual
anxiety that takes the female body as its troubled matrix” (1). Although Fujie and I are both
dealing with trauma and gender, Fujie deals with gender secondarily, arguing that gender is part
of the “landscape” for racial trauma, while I argue that gender is central to the trauma these
brothers experience. Additionally, Fujie focuses on gender in terms of femininity and sexuality,
while my argument focuses on masculinity and performance.
Because Freud and his theories have been widely criticized, it’s important to consider
why they’re relevant to an analysis of The Sound and the Fury. To begin, Freud’s theories are
relevant to my project because of his widespread popularity and acceptance at the time the novel
was written and published. Therefore, it is likely that Faulkner would have had a basic
understanding of Freud, and it’s therefore also likely that Faulkner was working with an
awareness of psychoanalysis as he developed his characters. 9 Additionally, this project uses
Freud’s theories as hermeneutic theories rather than as scientific theories. Freud’s psychoanalytic
theories face a great deal of criticism within the scientific community because of their lack of

Freud became widely popular in American culture in the early 1900s, visiting the United States
to lecture on psychoanalysis in 1909. There is evidence (see Irwin) that Faulkner was quite wellversed in Freud’s work.
9
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empirical data; however, in psychology and other studies of the mind, very little empirical data
can exist because it is generally impossible to measure a psychological conditions in an
objective, empirical way. Therefore the trends and patterns Freud identified remain relevant in
the analysis of literature because they allow a framework for understanding the underlying
causes for the behaviors of each character. Freud’s theories of psychoanalysis also provide a
means for cultural and literary criticism, particularly for understanding relationships between
characters, as well as relationships between events and character behavior.
One major area of criticism of Freud comes from feminist critics such as Luce Irigaray,
Simone de Beauvoir, Kate Millet, Germaine Greer, Betty Friedan, Karen Horney, Shulamith
Firestone, and Shoshana Felman. Generally, feminist critics argue that although Freud’s theories
may help to explain the underlying causes of otherwise inexplicable behavior, those theories are
flawed for several reasons: he defines women in terms of men, he does not consider female
subjectivity, and he does not reflect on his own positionality as male. 10 While these criticisms are
wholly valid, it is crucial to acknowledge that several of these feminist critics consider
themselves part of the psychoanalytic tradition, demonstrating their continued interest in
psychoanalysis as a methodology. Additionally, it must be acknowledged that Freud did do a
great deal of research and a number of case studies on men in which he recognized them as
individuals with complete subjectivity. In this regard, Freud’s theories remain relevant in the

Irigaray criticizes Freud’s inability to see past a “one-sex” ideology in which male is the only
sex, and women are simply deformed versions of men; Beauvoir, Horney, and Millet criticize
Freud’s concept of penis envy. They argue that women do not envy a penis, but envy the social
power and privilege a penis seems to provide for men in our patriarchal culture; Millet goes on to
point out the ways Freud’s theories perpetuate stereotypes of female inferiority, and to criticize
Freud for considering women only in negative terms (lacking, envy, etc) and for focusing his
discussions almost entirely on men. Felman argues that psychoanalysis is “an analysis of the
patriarchal symbolic system in which we live;” however, it is not “entirely transparent to itself”
or “entirely conscious of its full ideological principles” (69).
10
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context of this essay because I am applying his theories to the analysis of several male
characters, a context which has been criticized much less, due to the greater degree of
complexity that Freud tends to offer his male patients. In addition, Freud offers theories that deal
with masculinity, trauma, and sexuality as being inextricably linked, which lends itself to my
analysis of The Sound and the Fury because Faulkner also presents masculinity, trauma, and
sexuality in ways that are inextricable.
The first chapter of this thesis examines Freud’s concept of inherited trauma and the ways
in which inherited trauma can be seen in The Sound and the Fury, particularly in relation to the
Compson children and their interactions with their father. The second chapter of this thesis
focuses on individual trauma and the unique ways in which each brother exhibits symptoms of
the trauma he has experienced. By discussing masculinity and Faulkner through a Freudian lens,
I hope to explore the connection between the representations of pre-Civil War constructions of
masculinity, post-Civil War masculinity as Faulkner portrays it, and contemporary masculinity. I
believe it is important to explore the connection between these past constructions of masculinity
in order to better understand the ways in which past ideas about masculinity continue to impact
our contemporary society.
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Chapter 1: A Legacy of Trauma
In this chapter, I argue that for white males living in the South, losing the Civil War
represents a trauma great enough to be passed down through generations in the way Freud
described “archaic heritage” in Totem and Taboo, and which I will briefly summarize in the
following pages. Freud’s concept of inherited guilt and inherited neurosis is relevant to a
discussion of Faulkner because it develops an explicit framework for understanding the ideas
that motivate the characters in The Sound and the Fury.
Freud began to develop his ideas about archaic heritage, or the idea of an inherited
trauma of the human race, somewhat later in his career, around 1915, although the germ for these
theories can be seen as early as 1906 in ‘Civilized’ Sexual Morality and Modern Nervous Illness.
Other works that explore the concept of inherited, cultural trauma include Freud’s Totem and
Taboo; An Infantile Neurosis and Other Works; 11 Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Group
Psychology, and Other Works; 12 and The Future of an Illusion, Civilization and its Discontents,
and Other Works. 13 This thesis will work with the version of archaic heritage put forth in Totem
and Taboo, in which Freud discussed family, murder, and guilt in man’s primal history, all of
which relate to the context of the post-Civil War South.
In Totem and Taboo, Freud drew connections between neurotics and members of early
primitive societies, stating that “we can recognize in [the neurotic’s] psychic life a wellpreserved, early stage of our own development” and therefore “a comparison of the psychology
of primitive races as taught by folklore with the psychology of the neurotic as it has become
known through psychoanalysis will reveal numerous points of correspondence” (807). Freud

Standard Edition Volume 17
Standard Edition Volume 18
13
Standard Edition Volume 22
11
12
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drew connections between early primitive societies and the neurotic because Freud believed that
neurotics had become trapped in an early stage of development.
Freud developed his argument from his interpretation of the “Darwinian conception of
the primal horde,” on which Freud based his belief that primitive societies were initially
organized around a “father horde,” which he described as a “violent, jealous father who keeps all
the females for himself and drives away the growing sons” (915). Freud acknowledged that “this
primal state of society has nowhere been observed” and “the most primitive organization we
know, which today is still in force with certain tribes, is associations of men consisting of
members with equal rights” (915). Freud tried to explain how the organization of primitive
societies transformed from being dominated by one, powerful leader to several equal leaders by
developing his theory of the “primal crime.” Freud described the primal crime as a crime in
which “one day the expelled brothers joined forces, slew and ate the father, and thus put an end
to the father horde . . . This violent primal father had surely been the envied and feared model for
each of the brothers. Now they accomplished their identification with him by devouring him and
each acquired a part of his strength” (916).
Freud connected this concept back to people of the early 20th century by connecting the
primal crime with the father complex, which consisted of feeling fear and hatred for the father
while at the same time feeling love and admiration for him. Freud explained:
The group of brothers banded together were dominated by the same contradictory
feelings towards the father which we can demonstrate as the content of the ambivalence
of the father complex in all our children and neurotics. They hated the father who stood
so powerfully in the way of their sexual demands and their desire for power, but they also
loved and admired him. After they had satisfied their hate by his removal and had carried
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out their wish for identification with him, the suppressed tender impulses had to assert
themselves. This took place in the form of remorse, a sense of guilt was formed which
coincided here with the remorse generally felt . . . What the father’s presence had
formerly prevented, they themselves now prohibited in the psychic situation of
“subsequent obedience.” (916)
Freud argued that because of this primal crime, all children have inherited ambivalent feelings of
love, hate, and guilt for their father during their early psychosexual development. For the
“normal” or non-neurotic person, these feelings would be overcome with age. The neurotic,
however, would remain trapped in these ambivalent feelings and would develop a system of
symptoms in order to help with overcoming the inherited sense of guilt.
Freud argued that “the memory of that first great act of sacrifice had proved to be
indestructible despite all attempts to forget it” (923) and therefore “the removal of the primal
father by the band of brothers must have left ineradicable traces in the history of mankind and
must have expressed itself the more frequently in numerous substitutive formation the less it
itself was to be remembered” (925). Freud argued that despite attempts to forget, “the sense of
guilt for [the] deed survive[s] for thousands of years, remaining effective in generations which
could not have known anything of this deed” (927).
However, there remained the question of why some people developed neuroses out of the
primal crime and subsequent primal guilt while others did not. Freud believed that the
development of neurosis required two pieces in order to occur, arguing that first, “a part of the
task seems to be performed by the inheritance of psychic dispositions” (928). Freud did not
believe that the inheritance of this “psychic disposition” was genetic or intentionally taught, but
instead happened subconsciously:
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No generation is capable of concealing its more important psychic processes from the
next. For psychoanalysis has taught us that in his unconscious psychic activity every
person possesses an apparatus which enables him to interpret the reactions of others, that
is to say, to straighten out the distortions which the other person has affected in
expression of his feelings. By this method of unconscious understanding of all customs,
ceremonies, and laws which the original relation to the primal father had left behind, later
generations may also have succeeded in taking over this legacy of feelings. (928)
Freud realized that since all people inherit the psyche, this was not enough to explain why some
develop neurosis and others don’t. In order to explain this phenomenon, he argued that “the
inheritance of psychic dispositions, however, need[s] certain incentives in the individual life in
order to become effective” in causing a neurosis to develop (928). In other words, although the
guilt is inherited by all modern people, there must be some kind of event in an individual’s life
that calls the inherited memory up and causes the neurosis to develop.
Freud’s ideas about inherited trauma and guilt are relevant to a discussion of Faulkner’s
The Sound and the Fury because Faulkner uses his text to create representations of traumatized
white, Southern manhood. Greg Forter explores this connection between Freud, Faulkner, and
trauma in his article, “Freud, Faulkner, Caruth: Trauma and the Politics of Literary Form.” In
this article, Forter argues that Faulkner “dramatizes the construction of Southern manhood as the
unassimilable, traumatic incursion of the histories of white supremacy and misogyny upon the
psyche” (261). Therefore, the Compson brothers experience an inherited trauma that stems from
the South’s residual pre-Civil War constructions of white masculinity, constructions that rely
upon racism and control of women. These constructions were increasingly challenged in the
context of the post-Civil War South as African Americans gained freedom from slavery and
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women advocated more actively for their rights as part of the women’s suffrage movement.
Obsessed with an earlier period of time when they believed white males had more power, the
Compson brothers experience a present in which women explicitly and actively reject patriarchal
control and men are incapable of maintaining such control when challenged. Thus, the Compson
brothers, like many other white men in the South, find themselves unable to live up to their preCivil War Southern definition of manhood because changing social circumstances prevent their
ability to perform acts of white supremacy and misogyny on the scale required to achieve preCivil War Southern manhood.
In addition to the concept of inherited trauma, Freud also discussed the way individuals
experience trauma, hysteria, and neurosis in much of his work, including Studies on Hysteria; 14
Early Psycho-Analytic Publications; 15 A Case of Hysteria, Three Essays on Sexuality and Other
Works; 16 and ‘Civilized’ Sexual Morality and Modern Nervous Illness. For this thesis, I’ll be
working with theories Freud explains in Studies on Hysteria, and which Freud himself
summarized in an early manuscript called “On the Theory of Hysterical Attacks.” These theories
explore childhood experiences as the root for trauma and explain hysteria and neurosis as a
rechanneling of repressed energy, through which the body acts out its wishes and desires. These
theories are relevant to The Sound and the Fury because Faulkner creates a world in which each
of the Compson brothers has experiences in childhood that contribute to his hysteria as an adult,
although each brother’s hysteria manifests differently from the others.
To clarify Freud’s terms, Freud referred to hysteria as a specific type of neurosis and he
used the term neurosis as a broad term for non-normative behavior. Freud believed all neuroses

Standard Edition Volume 2
Standard Edition Volume 3
16
Standard Edition Volume 7
14
15
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were caused by psychic trauma, which “quite frequently is some event in childhood that sets up a
more or less severe symptom which persists during the years that follow” (Studies on Hysteria,
4). Rather than attempting to distinguish between the various neuroses, this thesis will focus on
Freud’s research regarding trauma and its effects in order to explore the effects of trauma in The
Sound and the Fury and the American post-Civil War South.
According to Freud “any experience which calls up distressing affects - such as those of
fright, anxiety, shame or physical pain - may operate as trauma; and whether it in fact does so
depends naturally enough on the susceptibility of the person affected” (6). Freud explained that
the difference between “normal” memories which fade with time and traumatic memories which
remain vivid depends on the reaction of the affected person at the moment the event occurred.
Freud argued that trauma is avoided if “there has been an energetic reaction to the event that
provokes an affect. By ‘reaction’ we here understand the whole class of voluntary and
involuntary reflexes - from tears to acts of revenge - in which the affects are discharged. If this
reaction takes place to a sufficient amount a large part of the affect disappears as a result” (8).
On the other hand, “if the reaction is suppressed the affect remains attached to the memory” and
the memory becomes traumatic because it is remembered as “an injury that has been suffered in
silence” (8). In this sense, trauma as described by Freud can be seen as inherently related to
power and control: when a person has the power to control his situation in the form of a reaction,
he is able to avoid trauma, while a person who is powerless to react sufficiently experiences the
effects of trauma.
Freud believed that “hysterics suffer mainly from reminiscences” of traumatic memories,
but that rather than expecting to find “a single major trauma, we find a number of partial
traumas” which “are in part components of a single story of suffering” (6). From his case studies,
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Freud identified “a universal characteristic” of the traumatic memories: “they were all of a
distressing nature, calculated to arouse the affects of shame, of self-reproach and of psychical
pain, and the feeling of being harmed; they were all of a kind that one would prefer not to have
experienced, that one would rather forget” (269). Yet despite the desire to forget, a patient
experiencing a hysterical attack enters into a phase Freud called “attitudes passionelles” in which
the patient “exhibits the hallucinatory reproduction of a memory which was of importance in
bringing about the onset of the hysteria - the memory either of a single major trauma or of a
series of interconnected part-traumas” (14).
Freud reconciled the simultaneous inability to remember with the hallucinatory
reproductions of these memories through his concept of “defense” or “resistance,” which
operates similarly to censorship. According to Freud, when memories are too shocking or
traumatic, a person’s conscious mind is unable to assimilate them. This inability to assimilate
traumatic memories causes the person to attempt to resist by repressing the memories of these
unassimilable experiences, yet the person is unable to completely rid themselves of the
memories. These (un)repressed memories ultimately manifest in a bodily language that the
conscious is unable to comprehend (Studies on Hysteria, Freud). In Chapter Two of this thesis, I
argue in more detail that this kind of repression and “language of memory” can be seen in all
three of the Compson brothers as each brother attempts to rid his psyche of potentially damaging
traumatic memories. Additionally, each brother’s trauma manifests in different ways as he
attempts to repress these unassimilable memories that threaten his psyche.
From Freud’s description of trauma, both individual and inherited, it’s clear that power
plays a major role in trauma and its effects. In inherited trauma, humans have an inherited trauma
in the form of guilt for the sons of the father horde taking power from their father by killing and
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eating him. The sons’ attempt to take power from their father proved fruitless because they must
share their newly gained power equally among each other. This means that despite murdering
their father, they remain without the power they so deeply desire. In individual trauma, a person
is unable to react to a traumatic or affective memory in a way that successfully “discharges”
those affects, and therefore feels powerless in the situation. It is this feeling of powerlessness that
leads to trauma.
This relationship between trauma and a lack of power manifests in each of the brothers,
which can be seen in their attempts to exert their masculinity through the control of others.
According to Freud, the repressed, traumatic memories resurface in such a way that the “body
‘expresses’ the memories in a language the consciousness cannot decipher” (Forter, 262). One
way this expression occurs is through repetition and compulsion, such as in the hallucinations
Freud references, in which the subconscious forces the subject to return to the unassimilated
memory in an attempt to correct it. This return to traumatic memories can be seen through
flashbacks, nightmares, and “intrusive fragments of an unknown past that exceeds the self’s
coherent and integrated story about itself,” as seen in various ways in each of the Compson
brothers (Forter, 260).
Although relevant to a discussion on Faulkner’s exploration of trauma in his fictional
novel, The Sound and the Fury, Freud’s theory of the father horde, primal crime, and inherited
guilt as he explicated it in Totem and Taboo was widely criticized by the anthropological
community. 17 Despite these anthropological criticisms regarding the application of Freud’s
theory to real people, his work with inherited guilt and neurosis remains relevant to an analysis
of The Sound and the Fury because it provides a framework for discussing Faulkner’s
17

See the work of Alfred Kroeber, Franz Boas, Marvin Harris, Peter Farb, Claude Levi-Strauss,
Annemarie de Waal Malefijt, and Peter Gay.
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representation of trauma and its different manifestations through the use of fictional characters.
Additionally, although Faulkner denied having read Freud’s work, there is evidence that
Faulkner may have been aware of Freud’s theories, making them a part of the cultural landscape
in which The Sound and the Fury was published. 18 Regardless of the extent to which Faulkner
was familiar with Freud’s work, the similarities and parallels between Freud’s theories and
Faulkner’s representation of trauma in The Sound and the Fury are astounding. Finally, Freudian
thought and psychoanalytic literary methods have long been attached to gothic literary studies
and are therefore relevant to an analysis of a Southern gothic writer such as Faulkner.
The collective, historical trauma that is passed down through generations and which I
outlined at the start of this chapter can produce neurotic behaviors in individuals as they attempt
to repress their cultural or social trauma. Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury explores the ways
in which the Civil War represents an inherited cultural trauma for the Compson family because
of their inability to assimilate pre-Civil War constructions of white masculinity, which relied
upon misogyny and racism, with post-Civil War society. One place the reader can see this
inherited trauma is in comments made by Jason Sr., comments that are unwillingly remembered
throughout Quentin’s section. The fact that Quentin does not choose to remember his father’s
comments, but instead experiences those comments through seemingly out-of-control, flashback
memories, helps confirm the idea that this social trauma has been repressed and is manifesting
itself through neurosis. One such flashback takes us to a discussion between Quentin and his
father about time, battles, and defeat.

18

See John T. Irwin.
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Quentin can be seen “inheriting” a legacy of trauma and defeat when his father, Jason Sr.,
passes on his grandfather’s watch to him. Quentin describes the event and his father’s words as
he gave the watch:
It was Grandfather’s and when Father gave it to me he said I give you the mausoleum of
all hope and desire; it’s rather excruciating-ly apt that you will use it to gain the reducto
[sic] absurdum of all human experience which can fit your individual needs no better than
it fitted his or his father’s. I give it to you not that you may remember time, but that you
might forget it now and then for a moment and not spend all your breath trying to
conquer it. Because no battle is ever won he said. They are not even fought. The field
only reveals to man his own folly and despair, and victory is an illusion of philosophers
and fools. (76)
The idea of inheritance is clear from the passing of the watch from generation to generation, yet
what makes this discussion so important is the symbolism that Jason Sr. gives the watch as he
passes it on to his son. Jason Sr. describes the watch as a “mausoleum of all hope and desire,”
which helps to solidify the idea that they are trapped by time, and more specifically, that each
son is trapped by the time of his father. In addition, the idea that time represents a mausoleum for
hope and desire shows the very pessimistic view Quentin’s father has of the future: rather than
viewing the future as a time when things will have improved, he views the future as a time of
inescapable doom. This helps the reader to understand some of the difficulties the Compson
family has in the post-Civil War South in terms of adjusting to changing social conditions. The
Compson men are nostalgic for a past in which they believe white men had more power, a past
which is an illusion, but which the Compson men view as being threatened by social movements
advocating for increased rights for African Americans and women, and which the Compson men
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believe inherently represent a loss of power for white men in the American South. Here, Freud’s
idea that “no generation is capable of concealing its more important psychic processes from the
next” is readily identified because although Quentin’s generation has not experienced the loss
and doom of the Civil War directly, Quentin is internalizing or “inheriting” his father’s psychic
trauma of feeling defeated and powerless, which Jason Sr. himself acknowledges having
inherited through his own father and grandfather (925).
Finally, Jason Sr.’s intention that Quentin will use the watch to forget rather than to
remember shows his hopeless desire to escape what has been passed down through the
generations: a history of defeat and “lost causes.” Jason Sr.’s use of the war term, “conquer,” and
his discussion of battles further strengthens this connection between the watch, the Civil War,
and the trauma of defeat and of having fought for a lost cause because the mention of battles
calls to mind battles from the Civil War. Jason Sr.’s opinion that “no battle is ever won. They are
not even fought” shows the sense of hopelessness he has taken from his and his region’s
experience of the Civil War. This sense of hopelessness and this idea that battles are not won
illustrates the idea of a “lost cause,” which many people associate with the Civil War, not only
because the South literally lost their cause by losing the Civil War, but also because there is an
associated shame with having fought on the “wrong” side by fighting for a cause which is now
viewed by most Americans as unethical. When Jason Sr. says the battles “are not even fought,” it
appears that he is trying to forget not only the defeat, but the battles themselves, demonstrating
the trauma surrounding this history because he cannot even find pride in having lost a fight for
something he believed in because it was an unethical cause. This desire to forget directly relates
to Freud’s belief that the primal brothers had tried to rid themselves of the memory of killing the
primal father, but that the memory “had proved to be indestructible despite all attempts to forget
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it” and that it had left ineradicable traces in the history of mankind (923). Like the primal
brothers denying their murder of their father and subsequent generations’ inherited sense of guilt,
Jason Sr. and Quentin feel a sense of defeat for losing a war they were not even alive during and
therefore could not even take part in.
The reader can also see this relationship of trauma and shame in another conversation
Quentin remembers, in which both Quentin and his father struggle with changing gender
expectations in their discussions of Caddy, incest, and virginity:
In the South you are ashamed of being a virgin. Boys. Men. They lie about it. Because it
means less to women, Father said. He said it was men who invented virginity not women.
Father said it’s like death: only a state in which the others are left and I said, But to
believe it doesn’t matter and he said, That’s what’s so sad about anything: not only
virginity. (78)
Here, we can see notions about masculinity, femininity, and sexuality being passed down from
father to son. Quentin is understanding that although much of the conversation about virginity
and sex relates to women, it’s not actually women who care very much about it because women
don’t have a gender performance that requires their sexual control over another. Since women
don’t care about virginity, men are free to lie through embellishing their sexual encounters, while
at the same time using the concept of virginity as a means of controlling and limiting women’s
actions. Quentin learns from his father that virginity is a form of control, which is why “it was
men who invented virginity not women.” Quentin questions his father when he says, “but to
believe it doesn’t matter,” but his father restates that it doesn’t matter - it is only men’s belief
that it matters that perpetuates its significance. Jason Sr. comments that “that’s what’s so sad
about anything: not only virginity” because even though he’s explained to Quentin, Quentin still
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can’t escape the idea that virginity is important. In addition, Jason Sr.’s use of the word “only” in
“not only virginity” implies that there are other concepts that men have fabricated, such as the
notion of pre-Civil War white masculinity and the power white men in the South believe comes or should come or used to come - automatically with their race and gender. From Quentin’s
inability to accept his father’s belief, the relationship between masculinity, power, and the
cultural inheritance of trauma is clear: despite his father actively questioning cultural beliefs
about virginity and masculinity, Quentin is still unable to “believe it doesn’t matter” or isn’t real.
Although Caddy will ultimately be disowned and therefore “punished” for her refusal to
perform her gender in accordance with her society’s expectations, Caddy refuses to obey all
three of her brothers and their father during a scene from their childhood. It is through the
brother’s reactions to Caddy that the reader is able to see this concept of inherited trauma and
defeat. Caddy and her brothers are at the branch when Caddy decides to get into the water. When
Versh, the children’s caretaker, warns Caddy she’ll be punished for getting her dress wet,
Caddy’s solution is to “take it off . . . then it’ll dry” (18). Quentin immediately objects to this:
“I bet you wont.” Quentin said.
“I bet I will.” Caddy said.
“I bet you better not.” Quentin said.
Caddy came to Versh and me and turned her back.
“Unbutton it, Versh.” she said.
“Dont you do it, Versh.” Quentin said.
“Taint none of my dress.” Versh said.
“You unbutton it, Versh.” Caddy said. “Or I’ll tell Dilsey what you did
yesterday.” So Versh unbuttoned it.
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“You just take your dress off.” Quentin said. Caddy took her dress off and threw
it on the bank. Then she didn’t have on anything but her bodice and drawers, and Quentin
slapped her and she slipped and fell down in the water. When she got up she began to
splash water on Quentin, and Quentin splashed water on Caddy. (18)
Quentin feels defeated because he was unable to stop Caddy from playing in the water, and even
worse, he was unable to stop Caddy from taking off her dress. Caddy was even able to get the
family’s African American servant to help her, despite the fact that Quentin specifically told
Versh not to. This further demonstrates Quentin’s inability to control both Caddy’s behavior and
the African American servants working for the family. Quentin is obviously angry when he slaps
Caddy for taking off her dress, but he is further defeated when Caddy simply gets up and starts
splashing him with water. Now Quentin is part of the very mess he’s warned Caddy against.
Benjy also exhibits symptoms of defeat and trauma in relation to Caddy’s refusal to fulfill
the gender performance expected of her. Caddy and Quentin continue to argue, with Caddy
threatening to run away. Benjy cries at this, but hushes when Caddy tells him to. Benjy watches
Caddy and Quentin play, then notices that “Caddy was all wet and muddy behind, and [he]
started to cry and she came and squatted in the water” (19). Caddy thinks Benjy is still upset
about her threats to run away, and promises not to run away. Benjy hushes and comments that
“Caddy smelled like trees in the rain.” Though Caddy thinks that Benjy is crying because she
threatened to leave, his narration implies the cause is actually Caddy’s “wet and muddy behind,”
since this image is the last thing Benjy describes before beginning to cry. Caddy’s being wet and
dirty is symbolic of the brothers’ inability to control her and therefore upsets Benjy, but when
Caddy promises not to run away, Benjy stops crying. His forgiveness of Caddy is further
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supported by his comment about her smelling “like trees in the rain,” because this comment is
one of the ways Benjy consistently shows his love for Caddy.
Jason also shows his desire and failure to control Caddy when he tells on Caddy and
Quentin. As they arrive back to the house, Jason tells their father, “Caddy and Quentin threw
water on each other” (23). The next paragraph is one sentence long: “we waited.” Faulkner’s
choice to separate this one sentence into its own paragraph implies the anticipation the children
feel because they expect to be punished. Instead, their father simply says, “they did” before
taking them into the kitchen for dinner. By acknowledging that Caddy and Quentin behaved
inappropriately and then moving on to the task of dinner, Jason Sr. demonstrates a lack of
emotional response, signifying that he will make no further attempt to control Caddy. Jason Jr.
and his brothers realize there will be no punishment for Caddy, despite having defied the
authority of her brothers and her father and despite having broken female gender performance
expectations. Jason Jr.’s (and Jason Sr.’s) lack of power over Caddy is clear, since he told on her
with the expectation that she would be punished. The brothers’ realization that they and their
father lack power over Caddy is important because it results in trauma for each of the brothers as
they are forced to acknowledge that they do not have as much power as they believe white men
should have or have had in the past.
All three of the Compson brothers have inherited a belief that they must control others in
order to be masculine. When Caddy undermines their ability to act on this belief by disobeying
her brothers and by enlisting the family’s African American servant to obey her, rather than her
white, male siblings, she inflames the trauma her brothers have inherited from the South’s loss of
the Civil War. While her brothers attempt to fulfill a masculine role in which they believe they
are “protecting” their sister’s sexual purity and honor, Caddy refuses to play her part.
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Jason and Quentin’s inability to control Caddy and their trauma at the reversal of power
when they are forced to obey Caddy is apparent later in this scene when Jason Sr. puts Caddy in
charge for the night:
“Let them mind me tonight, Father.” Caddy said.
“I wont.” Jason said. “I’m going to mind Dilsey.”
“You’ll have to, if Father says so.” Caddy said. “Let them mind me, Father.”
“I wont.” Jason said. “I wont mind you.”
“Hush.” Father said. “You all mind Caddy, then.” (24)
Jason clearly resents Caddy’s position of power over him and the idea that he must listen to her.
Jason is further offended and emasculated when his father ignores his insistent rejection of
Caddy’s power and tells the boys to mind Caddy.
Although Caddy’s behavior in this scene may be viewed as a “caretaker” or “motherly”
role because of her kindness towards Benjy and her concern over whether or not Quentin eats
his dinner, it becomes clear that Caddy’s focus is on gaining and exerting power and control over
her brothers. Rather than telling Quentin to eat out of concern for his health or his strength,
which would be fitting if she sought to fulfill a motherly role, Caddy instead tells Quentin he’s
“got to eat if [she] say[s he] ha[s],” demonstrating her interest in having the ability to control
Quentin’s behavior and choices (26). When Jason “beg[ins] to cry” Caddy does not console him
as a mother would, but instead mocks him by calling him a “cry baby.” And while Caddy shows
kindness to Benjy by “put[ting] her hand on [his] hand” when he cries and later “put[ting] her
arms around [him],” it’s important to note that Benjy does not actively reject or undermine her
control during this scene (25). When Caddy calls Jason a “cry baby,” his immediate response is
to threaten to tell on Caddy, but she leaves him powerless when she tells him, “you’ve already
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told . . . There’s not anything else you can tell, now” (25). Rather than Dilsey restoring power to
Jason, in this scene, Dilsey ignores what Caddy has said, and sends the children to bed, saying,
“you, Jason, shut up that crying.” Jason has been emasculated by Caddy for crying and by her
insistence that he listen to her. He is further emasculated when Dilsey, who is both black and
female, commands him to “shut up.” Even at such a young age, Jason understands that as a white
male, he should be in a position of power over both Caddy and Dilsey, yet Jason finds himself
powerless, frustrated, and emasculated.
The next several pages show a similar power dynamic taking place between Caddy and
Jason. Caddy insists that after supper, the children go back outside, disobeying their father’s
instructions to go to bed. Jason tells Caddy no, but she resists, and he finds himself outside.
Jason repeatedly threatens to tell on Caddy, but gets no response from her or the other children.
Caddy undermines Jason’s sense of masculinity and power when she insists that Jason is more
afraid than she is of a snake they found (37). The snake and Jason’s reaction to it are symbolic in
two ways. First, Jason’s fear of the snake calls to mind Edenic imagery: in the story of Adam and
Eve, a snake offers Eve fruit from the tree of knowledge, which has been forbidden to Adam and
Eve. Eve accepts the fruit and its knowledge and she and Adam are both exiled from the Garden
of Eden. In The Sound and the Fury, Caddy seeks knowledge of Demuddy’s death by climbing
the tree outside the Compson home in order to see inside the window. Jason’s fear of the snake is
symbolic of his fear of knowledge and he repeatedly tells Caddy to get out of the tree, which
Caddy has now converted into a symbolic “tree of knowledge.” Later, as a teenager, Caddy’s
desire for knowledge will result in her pregnancy out of wedlock which will ultimately cause her
to be banished from the Compson home. Meanwhile, Jason is emasculated at Caddy having more
knowledge, which is often equated with power, than he has. In addition to this biblical allusion,
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the snake is also a phallic image representing masculine power: Jason fears this symbol of
masculinity and power, while Caddy seeks after it, demonstrating her refusal to fulfill her gender
expectations and Jason’s inability to fulfill his.
Even in a flash to a more recent memory, we can see Jason unsuccessfully attempting to
control Caddy when he tells her Benjy is crying because “he dont like that prissy dress . . . you
think you’re grown up, dont you. You think you’re better than anybody else, dont you, Prissy”
(41). Caddy only answers to tell him to “shut [his] mouth” and to call him a “dirty little beast”
before returning her attention to Benjy. Jason tries again to control Caddy through her clothes
and behavior, but she only ignores him. Jason’s comment on Caddy’s dress and reference to her
thinking “just because [she is] fourteen, [she] think[s] [she’s] grown up” shows that Jason is
struggling with Caddy’s emerging sexuality. Yet Caddy’s unwillingness to listen to Jason,
especially with the reader knowing Caddy will get pregnant out of wedlock only a few years
later, helps to demonstrate the both emasculating and traumatic effects these childhood
experiences have on Jason, particularly because they align with his region’s inherited trauma of
defeat after losing the Civil War.
Though Quentin’s reaction is more subtle in comparison to that of Benjy and Jason, it’s
clear that he experiences a similar sense of defeat at having to obey Caddy. Quentin remains
angry after his spat with Caddy at the branch and is the last one to return to the house. While
eating supper, Quentin is upset at the sounds he can hear coming from their grandmother’s room,
and stops eating. Caddy interferes, telling on Quentin: “Dilsey . . . Quentin’s not eating his
supper. Hasn’t he got to mind me” (26). Quentin resents this, telling Caddy and Dilsey, “I dont
want anymore” and again returning to his questions about what’s happening upstairs in the
house. Later, when they go outside, Quentin again disappears from the group. When Dilsey finds
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the children outside and asks about Quentin, Caddy tells her “Quentin’s mad because we had to
mind me tonight” (46). Quentin is upset by his inability to control Caddy, and by the power
reversal that takes place when Jason Sr. tells the boys they must “mind Caddy.” Feeling
powerless, Quentin tries to escape, but is unable to because Caddy continues to tell on him.
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Chapter 2: To Each His Own Trauma
In this chapter, I argue that in addition to the trauma the Compson brothers have inherited
from their post-Civil War environment, the brothers have also experienced individual trauma(s),
which are consistent with the theory Freud discusses in Studies on Hysteria and which is
explained at the start of the first chapter of this thesis. Each of the brothers individually
experiences moments in childhood which leave him feeling shame, anxiety, and generally
without power or control. This chapter discusses the ways in which each brother attempts to
repress these traumatic memories; however, each is unable to completely repress them, and as a
result, often experiences manifestations of his trauma through a bodily language. Each brother’s
conscious mind is unable to decipher this language of trauma, which includes various
manifestations and symptoms, including flashbacks, obsession, repetition, compulsion, moaning,
howling, and violence. Each symptom represents an attempt to react “energetically,” as Freud
described it, so that the affects of the traumatic experience can be discharged.
This “bodily language” is seen most clearly in Benjy because despite his repeated
demonstrations of intelligence throughout his narrative, he is unable to communicate verbally,
making his bodily language his primary means of communication. Benjy’s language is in many
ways exactly what we might expect to hear when imagining a language of trauma: a language
filled with moans and howls. In addition to the language of trauma, Benjy’s trauma also
manifests through an obsessive interest in places and objects, such as the fence that surrounds the
Compson family’s property. For example, the very first scene in the novel depicts Benjy moving
along the fence watching men play golf in Benjy’s old pasture, now sold for Quentin’s college
tuition and converted into a golf course. Benjy’s obsession over the fence is apparent through his
narration, which is more focused on the fence and pasture than on the actual golf game he’s
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supposedly watching. For example, When Faulkner opens the novel with the sentence, “through
the fence, between the curling flower spaces, I could see them hitting,” he structures the opening
sentence in such a way that “fence” is the first noun to appear in Benjy’s section (3). In addition,
the narration has a repetitive sense: Benjy uses the word “fence” 5 times in the short paragraph,
repeating twice that he was watching “through the fence,” and three times describes himself as
he “went along the fence.” The reason for Benjy’s obsession with the pasture and fence is given
in the first sentence of the second paragraph in the novel: “Here, caddie;” however, the reader
won’t realize the significance of the word “caddie,” which is a play on Caddy’s name, until later
in the novel. As soon as Benjy hears the word, “caddie,” he begins to moan and cry, although
Benjy himself doesn’t communicate this: instead, the reader hears Luster telling Benjy to “hush
up that moaning.” As soon as Benjy hears Caddy’s name (or at least what he thinks is Caddy’s
name), his language of trauma is triggered, causing him to bellow and moan in sorrow.
Later in Benjy’s narrative, we again see his obsession with Caddy and the fence,
demonstrated through his language of trauma. Again, Benjy describes going “along the fence,”
and again, we learn he is bellowing only through Luster’s command to “hush” (51). This time,
Benjy isn’t watching golfers, but is instead waiting for “the girls [who] passed with their
booksatchels” to come by. As Benjy heads towards the gate and Luster demands he “come back
here,” Benjy experiences a flashback and his narrative jumps in time to fifteen years earlier when
Caddy has just been married. Benjy is struggling to accept she will no longer be coming home
now that she is married. Benjy’s mother, Caroline asks T.P. why Benjy is crying and T.P.
explains “he want to go down yonder and look through the gate . . . he think if he down to the
gate, Miss Caddy come back” (51). While T.P. and Caroline discuss Benjy, Benjy leaves,
heading “down to the gate, where the girls passed with their booksatchels.” Through T.P.’s
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explanation and Benjy’s action, it becomes clear that Benjy associates the girls with their
booksatchels with Caddy, since he used to wait at the gate for Caddy to come home from school.
Benjy’s trauma can be seen through his obsessive and endless wait at the gate for Caddy: despite
fifteen years having passed, Benjy continues to wait, and cries each time Caddy doesn’t come
home. In contrast to this view of Benjy’s waiting as an innocent desire to see Caddy again, the
Compson family and their community interpret Benjy’s waiting at the gate as a form of sexual
voyeurism and therefore threatening. It is important to note that Benjy may be perceived as a
threat because it helps to explain the Compson family’s choice to castrate Benjy after an incident
in which he escapes the fence.
As the girls pass, Benjy describes them “look[ing] at [him], walking fast, with their heads
turned.” Here, Benjy is portrayed as a spectacle with the schoolgirls making no attempt to hide
that they are staring at him: they turn their whole head to look and remain looking, rather than
watching from the sides of their eyes or glancing quickly and returning their gaze ahead of them.
Benjy attempts to communicate with the girls, but fails:
I tried to say, but they went on, and I went along the fence, trying to say, and they went
faster. Then they were running and I came to the corner of the fence and I couldn’t go
any further, and I held to the fence, looking after them and trying to say. (52)
Benjy is unable to say whatever it is he is “trying to say,” and is unable to get the schoolgirls to
stop walking or to understand the fact that he’s attempting to communicate, let alone to
understand what he’s attempting to communicate. For Benjy, this must come as a stark contrast
to the compassion with which Caddy had treated him and with the sincere effort Caddy had made
to understand him. But Caddy, through her refusal to fulfill female gender expectations of purity
and virginity, has been ostracized from the family and is long gone, leaving Benjy powerless to
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communicate. As the schoolgirls disappear, T.P. approaches, telling Benjy, “you cant do no
good, moaning and slobbering through the fence.” Despite Benjy’s description of himself “trying
to say” something, it becomes clear that Benjy is not speaking in any traditional way, but instead
in the bodily language of trauma described by Freud.
From this scene, Benjy’s narration again jumps to another scene related to the fence in
which Faulkner uses Benjy’s character as a caricature of white masculine trauma in the postCivil War South. This time, the gate was left open, and Benjy escaped in order to approach the
schoolgirls as they passed. Benjy narrates, “I wasn’t crying, and I tried to stop, watching the girls
coming along in the twilight. I wasn’t crying.” Benjy recounts the conversation between the
schoolgirls as one girl convinces her friends to approach, telling her friends, “don’t be a fraid cat.
Come on . . . He wont hurt you. I pass here every day.” But this time, the gate is open:
I opened the gate and they stopped, turning. I was trying to say, and I caught her, trying
to say, and she screamed and I was trying to say and trying and the bright shapes began to
stop and I tried to get out. I tried to get it off my face, but the bright shapes were going
again. They were going up the hill to where it fell away and I tried to cry. But when I
breathed in, I couldn’t breathe out again to cry, and I tried to keep from falling off the hill
and I fell off the hill into the bright whirling shapes. (53)
Benjy’s powerlessness is unmistakable in this scene. It’s clear from his description that Benjy
has something he desperately needs to communicate, but is unable to. He is adamant that he
“wasn’t crying,” repeating the statement 4 times in less than half a page, showing his frustration
with the way others perceive his attempts at communication. Benjy’s trauma manifests as his
narration jumps in time yet again, this time not only mid-paragraph, but also mid-sentence.
Benjy jumps to a place where he sees “bright shapes,” and it becomes clear to the reader that
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Benjy has jumped to a memory of the operating table where he was castrated. Benjy paints a
clear picture of trauma as he describes his inability to get “it” (likely an anesthesia mask) off of
his face and the bright shapes, which are likely created by the “negative space” behind the
doctors as they lean over him and are silhouetted by the light above the table. Benjy describes his
inability to cry out and the sensation that he is falling despite his attempts not to.
Unlike the preceding scene with the schoolgirls in which Benjy insists he “wasn’t
crying,” this time Benjy “tried to cry,” but was unable to because of the mask he’s wearing. The
inability to express what he has to say and to cry when he needs to reflects Freud’s ideas about
trauma and the need to react in traumatic situations in order to discharge the affects and therefore
to avoid the effects of trauma. In addition to revealing the trauma caused by the inability to react
effectively, this series of scenes align with Freud’s claim that rather than suffering from “a single
major trauma,” Benjy suffers from “a number of partial traumas” through which Benjy is able to
show the reader his “single story of suffering.” Through his portrayal of Benjy in this series of
scenes, Faulkner creates a caricature of white masculine trauma in the post-Civil War South:
young school girls stare blatantly at a bellowing, castrated, white man who clings to a fence and
lacks even the power of his own language.
Quentin, Caddy’s older brother, also experiences manifestations of trauma, which can be
seen through the extensive flashbacks he experiences throughout his narrative. His mind forces
him to return to traumatic memories of times in which Quentin felt he lacked control. Through
these memories, Quentin is trapped in what Freud might call the “static circularity of myth,” in
which he is left to relive these traumatic experiences while his mind searches for some way to
react in a way sufficient to discharge the affects. Quentin’s (failed) attempts at regaining control
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and reacting effectively can be seen through his uncontrollable and fragmented flashbacks of the
conversation he and Caddy have after he learns of her pregnancy.
Quentin’s experience with trauma and flashbacks can be seen as he rides in a car with his
school friends Shreve, Spoade, Gerald Bland, and Gerald’s mother, Mrs. Bland. In this present
moment, Quentin is riding in a car through his college town. During this ride, Quentin’s friends
question him about the trouble he was in over a misunderstanding with a young Italian
immigrant girl he’d been trying to help find her way home. Quentin had been accused of
abducting her and had just been released from police custody. During the conversation, the
subject of the abduction seems to push Quentin’s mind towards the subject of virginity and sex.
He chastises himself for remaining a virgin, saying he “thought about how [he’d] thought about
[he] could not be a virgin with so many of them walking along in the shadows and whispering in
their soft girl voices lingering in the shadowy places and the words coming out and perfume and
eyes you could feel not see” (147). Quentin is embarrassed and emasculated by his virgin status,
which does not fit into Quentin’s pre-Civil War concept of white masculinity. Though he’s
embarrassed at being a virgin, he’s unwilling to lose his virginity to the women who “walk along
in the shadows” and “linger in the shadowy places,” women who are likely prostitutes, because
he believes that “if it was that simple to do it wouldn’t be anything,” implying that he feels the
sex won’t have value in terms of increasing his masculinity if it doesn’t involve a game of
courtship or winning a partner’s interest.
Quentin’s concerns about his status as a virgin seems to trigger his flashbacks, signaling
the trauma he is experiencing. After this coherent thought about the value of sex and virginity in
the context of prostitutes, Quentin begins to enter into a fragmented narrative in which he moves
back and forth between his present moment in the car and a conversation with Caddy one year
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earlier when he found out she was pregnant. Mrs. Bland is in the middle of a sentence when
Quentin’s first flashback begins:
“If that hamper is in his way, Mr MacKenzie, move it over on your side. I brought
a hamper of wine because I think young gentlemen should drink wine, although my
father, Gerald's grandfather "ever do that Have you ever done that In the gray darkness a
little light her hands locked about (147)
After several other flashes between his present moment riding in the car through Harvard and his
past conversation with Caddy at the branch, Quentin flashes to when he asked Caddy how many
sexual partners she’s had.
"No," Shreve said. running the beast with two backs and she blurred in the
winking oars running the swine of Euboeleus running coupled within how many Caddy
"Neither did I," Spoade said. I dont know too many there was something terrible
in me terrible in me Father I have committed Have you ever done that We didnt we didnt
do that did we do that (148).
From Quentin’s flashes between past and present, we can see Quentin’s inability to control his
present thoughts and focus. A few moments after Quentin ponders virginity, he flashes to a
moment when Caddy asks him if he’s “ever done that.” The proximity in the narrative between
the question and the topic of virginity implies that Caddy is asking Quentin if he’s had sex.
Throughout the scene and flashbacks, Quentin is struggling with his inability to perform
his gender expectation of having sexual prowess. Quentin’s insecurity about his virginity is only
exacerbated by Caddy’s comment that she’s had “too many” partners to count or remember.
Quentin’s insecurity is further highlighted when contrasted with Quentin’s flashback memories
of Caddy’s masculine portrayal of Dalton, who “had been in the army had killed men” and who
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“with one hand could lift [Caddy] to his shoulder and run with her” (148). Later in the section,
Quentin will attempt to redeem his masculinity and control by threatening to kill Dalton if he
doesn’t leave town, demonstrating Quentin’s desire to “correct” this traumatic moment when he
feels inferior to Dalton as Caddy describes him.
The flashbacks Quentin experiences demonstrate his trauma because of their increasing
intensity and the way Quentin begins to lose control over them. First, Quentin is only
remembering, choosing to review his past experiences with prostitutes calling to him, and his
disinterest in those women who walk “along in the shadows.” As the scene progresses, Quentin
begins to flash between his present and his past, first experiencing more of the present moments
with short clips of the past. As the scene continues, Quentin spends increasing amounts of time
in his flashbacks to the past, including only snapshots of dialogue from the present. For example,
in the 161 words in this section, during which Quentin flashes between past and present, only 34
of them are of the present moment in the car. Finally, rather than the flashback ending and
returning Quentin to his present moment, the flashback takes over completely, leaving Quentin
trapped in his flashback for the next 16 pages. The inclusion of these short pieces of dialogue
allow the narrative to feel like intrusions into the memory in which Quentin is flashing to, as
though he’s slipping away from the present in a manner beyond his control. The difficult nature
of the content of his flashbacks demonstrate that he is not choosing to leave this easy moment in
the car with his friends in order to spend time remembering his embarrassment at Caddy
acknowledging his virginity and discussing Dalton’s strength. Instead, it feels that Quentin is
trying to hold onto the present moment through the snaps of dialogue, but is slipping away
nonetheless.
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Quentin is further emasculated by the fact that Caddy expresses pity towards him for
remaining a virgin. At the end of the scene, and before Quentin is completely lost in his
flashback, Quentin experiences a flashback of Caddy expressing pity by telling him, “poor
Quentin, youve never done that have you” (148). Quentin is struggling with the gender
expectations Caddy is breaking here: Quentin is emasculated by the fact that Caddy has more
“sexual prowess” and experience than he does, despite being both younger than him and female.
In addition, Quentin feels emasculated by the very fact that Caddy is demonstrating pity for him
and referring to him as “poor Quentin.” In Quentin’s conceptions of pre-Civil War white
Southern masculinity, it is Quentin, a white male, who should be in a position to pity Caddy, a
female who has broken her gender expectation by engaging in premarital sex and gotten
pregnant. Quentin, struggling with this post-Civil War gender role reversal, finds himself unable
to react in a way that allows him to regain control, and so his mind, through flashbacks, forces
him to return to his conversation with Caddy, while Quentin looks for a way to react and
successfully discharge the affect.
The reader can see Quentin attempting to regain power by telling Caddy “how can you
not know” and “I’ll tell you how it was . . . it cannot be hid you think it can but wait.” He
continues, becoming increasingly aggressive:
Ill tell you how it was Ill tell Father then itll have to be because you love Father then well
have to go away amid the pointing and the horror the clean flame Ill make you say we did
Im stronger than you Ill make you know we did you thought it was them but it was me
listen I fooled you all the time it was me you thought I was in the house where that damn
honeysuckle trying not to think the swing the cedars the secret surges the breathing
locked drinking the wild breath the yes Yes Yes yes (148-149).
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First he attempts to gain his masculine power by threatening to tell their father, but quickly
moves to another tactic, likely realizing their father has also not succeeded in controlling Caddy
(see Chapter 1). Quentin then threatens Caddy directly when he tells her he’ll “make [her] say”
they had sex and reminds her that he’s stronger than her. He becomes increasingly aggressive
and controlling as he tells her he’s fooled her, that she thought she was having sex with other
men, but really, she’d been having sex with him. His explicit description of her sexual encounter
in the swing, with “wild breath” and saying “yes Yes Yes yes” is telling in multiple ways. First it
tells us that Quentin had either been listening to Caddy and her partner in the swing, or that
Quentin has spent time imagining the details of Caddy’s sexual encounter. Either way, his
overinvolvement in her sexual life is inappropriate, demonstrating his belief in his right to
control her sexuality. Through all of his attempts to control Caddy, the reader can see Quentin’s
desperate desire for control over this situation, yet ultimately, Quentin knows he can’t change
that Caddy is not a virgin and that she lost her virginity before him, nor can he change that
Caddy is pregnant. Quentin’s lack of control in this situation has caused him to experience
trauma, which causes him to return to this conversation against his will and in the form of
flashbacks.
Jason Jr. also experiences trauma in relation to a lack of power and control; however,
rather than manifesting through flashbacks or howls, his trauma manifests in the form of
violence and force. As a young child, Jason was repeatedly belittled and humiliated. This can be
seen most clearly in the scene described in chapter 1 of this thesis. In this scene, Caddy and her
brothers return from the branch the night Demuddy has died. On their way back to the house,
Versh makes fun of Jason Jr. for his weight, clumsiness, and habit of keeping his hands in his
pocket, telling Jason Jr. after he trips, “If you keep them hands out your pockets, you could stay
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on your feet . . . you cant never get them out in time to catch yourself, fat as you is” (23). When
they return to the house, Jason Jr. tells on Caddy and Quentin for splashing water on each other
only to find that Jason Sr. does nothing about it. Later that night, Caddy insists that Jason Sr.
leave her in charge of her brothers and despite Jason Jr.’s repeated protests, Jason Sr. tells Jason
Jr. and his brothers to mind Caddy (24). Later, Caddy calls Jason Jr. a “cry baby” and tells him
he is powerless because he’s “already told” and “there’s not anything else [he] can tell, now”
(25). Dilsey sides with Caddy, telling Jason to “shut up that crying.”
It’s clear from Benjy’s description of the above events, that these moments and
comments are disrespectful and offensive. As explained in chapter 1, Freud described traumatic
memories as those that “arouse the affects of shame, of self-reproach and of psychical pain,” and
argued that trauma can be avoided if “there has been an energetic reaction to the event that
provokes an affect. By ‘reaction’ we here understand the whole class of voluntary and
involuntary reflexes - from tears to acts of revenge - in which the affects are discharged.” These
comments made by Caddy and Dilsey would be hurtful to any child; however, when the reader
reaches Jason’s section, the reader realizes just how proud and egocentric Jason’s character is,
and therefore, just how successful these comments must have been in arousing feelings of shame
and self-reproach. As a child, Jason Jr. is forced to suffer these injuries in silence because the
adults with power not only ignore him, but join in the insults, leaving him unable to discharge
the affects of these traumatic memories.
As a result of Jason Jr.’s attempts to repress his feelings of inadequacy, his trauma
manifests in the form of an obsessive and compulsive need for power, control, and revenge,
which is exemplified through his use of violence and force. Jason’s need for control in the form
of violence and force can be seen through his treatment of Caddy’s daughter, Quentin. At the
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start of Jason’s section, Caroline asks Jason for help controlling Quentin, who has been ditching
school and disappearing until after dark. Like Caddy, Quentin also subverts her gender
expectation through her refusal to obey Jason, the only male figure with any power in her life, as
well as through her desire to spend “unsupervised” time with young men. In addition, Caddy
seems to have set Quentin up to subvert gender expectations from birth by naming her
“Quentin,” which is generally considered a masculine name. Jason is obviously frustrated by past
attempts to control Quentin, telling Caroline, “if you want me to control her, just say so and keep
your hands off. Everytime I try to, you come butting in an then she gives both of us the laugh”
(181). It’s clear Jason resents his mother’s interference into his attempts to control Quentin.
Jason’s tendency towards violence is hinted at when Caroline tells Jason, “remember, she’s your
own flesh and blood,” and Jason answers, “sure . . . that’s just what I’m thinking of - flesh. And a
little blood too, if I had my way.” Obviously, Caroline’s intention is to remind Jason that
Quentin is part of his family, and he should therefore be kind to her, even when reprimanding
her. Jason of course chooses to interpret Caroline’s words in a more disturbing way when he
cynically implies that he intends to draw blood while dealing with Quentin.
This back and forth between Jason and Caroline continues until Jason leaves the room to
confront Quentin in the kitchen. Jason demands Quentin put down her coffee cup and join him in
the dining room. It’s clear from Quentin and Jason’s interactions that Quentin has no respect for
Jason: she ignores him three times. Finally, frustrated by his inability to control Quentin
verbally, Jason “grab[s] her by the arm. She dropped the cup. It broke on the floor and she jerked
back, looking at [him], but [he] held her arm” (183). Although Jason is understandably frustrated
with Quentin for ignoring him, his move to grab her seems both excessive in force and
premature. When Jason grabs Quentin’s free hand, she slaps at him as she tries to free herself.
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Gripping both of her arms, Jason “dragged her into the dining room. Her Kimono came
unfastened, flapping about her, dam near naked. Dilsey came hobbling along. I turned and kicked
the door shut in her face.” Again, Jason’s reaction seems out of proportion with the situation as
he attempts to react in a powerful way, unlike the ways he reacted as a child during his moments
of trauma. By slamming the door in Dilsey’s face, Jason is also able to get “even” with Dilsey
and to prevent her from interfering as she had during his childhood.
Jason’s lack of concern for Quentin’s need to cover herself is ironic because he is
accusing Quentin of skipping school to have sex with men. It seems that he should instead be
encouraging her modesty, rather than putting her in a situation where her Kimono is falling open
and she doesn’t have the use of her arms to close it. Jason’s interaction with Quentin takes on an
oddly sexual tone in this scene with her Kimono flapping open while Jason holds her by the
arms. This uncomfortable sexual undertone continues when Jason tells Quentin,
“I’ll show you who’s got hold of you now.” I held her with one hand, then she
quit fighting and watched me, her eyes getting wide and black.
“What are you going to do?” she says.
“You wait until I get this belt out and I’ll show you,” I says, pulling my belt out.
(184-185)
Quentin’s question and Jason’s description of Quentin’s eyes becoming “wide and black” shows
her genuine terror. Although being whipped with a belt is indeed terrifying for Quentin, Jason
pulling out his belt opens the scene for a sexualized reading. The image of a man undressing,
when combined with the earlier description of Quentin’s kimono “flapping about her, dam near
naked,” indicates to the reader that Quentin may fear Jason has other intentions. The image of
Jason removing his belt while Quentin stands “near naked” with terror in her eyes implies that he
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has an incestuous desire for her, which mirrors the incestuous desire Jason’s brother, Quentin,
had for Caddy when they were teenagers. Because both Jason and his brother, Quentin, realize
incest is forbidden, they both seek to repress this desire, which further contributes to their
symptoms of trauma. Regardless of his intentions, Jason’s inability to see the inappropriateness
of his behavior with a young woman shows that his trauma and resulting obsessive need for
control has made him unable to make logical, rational choices in stressful situations.
Jason’s compulsion for control can also be seen in the scene in which Jason finds Caddy
at their father’s funeral after everyone else has gone home. Right off the bat, Jason is
confrontational: the first thing he says to her is, “What are you doing here? . . . I thought you
promised her you wouldn’t come back here. I thought you had more sense than that” (202).
Jason’s response is characteristically cruel: rather than bonding with Caddy over their grief at
their father’s death, Jason chastises her for attending the funeral at all. Jason tells Caddy, “I’m
not surprised though . . . You dont mind anybody. You dont give a dam about anybody.” In his
treatment of Caddy, Jason seems vengeful. His comment that she doesn’t give a dam about
anybody is ironic, considering a moment ago he’d noticed she was holding flowers, which “must
have been fifty dollars’ worth” and had also noticed that “someone had put a bunch on
Quentin’s” grave. Her willingness to spend money on flowers as well as her choice to wait to
approach the grave until the funeral had ended and she’d seen the cars leave demonstrates she
does in fact care about others.
Caddy seems to understand that when Jason says “anybody,” he really means himself,
saying, “oh . . . that job . . . I’m sorry about that, Jason.” Again, Caddy is demonstrating her
concern for others, while Jason is only showing an interest in protecting his own ego. Jason
blames Caddy for having lost an offer for a job at a bank because the offer came from her ex-
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husband, Herbert, and was lost when Herbert divorced Caddy when he discovered she had been
pregnant before they got married. Again, there is a vengeful irony in Jason’s choice to make
Caddy’s failed marriage about him and to throw it in Caddy’s face, rather than to consider how
difficult Caddy’s life has been or to consider that the job offer itself only came because of Caddy
in the first place.
Jason behaves in a controlling and manipulative way towards Caddy, attempting to make
her feel guilt for events from years ago, yet when Caddy asks, “why didn’t they let me know? . . .
I just happened to see it in the paper, On the back page. Just happened to,” Jason says nothing
(203). Caddy inadvertently calls attention to how inappropriately Jason is behaving, which
perhaps reminds Jason of his childhood powerlessness. Rather than answer Caddy, Jason
reflects, “then I got to thinking about when we were little and one thing and another and I got to
feeling funny again, kind of mad or something, thinking about how we’d have Uncle Maury
around the house all the time, running things like the way he left me to come home in the rain by
myself” (203). Jason becomes angry when he thinks of their childhood because although he isn’t
consciously remembering those traumatic times when he was made to feel ashamed, Caddy’s
heartfelt question causes the feeling of powerlessness to return, which becomes morphed into
anger. Ending on his point about Maury leaving Jason to walk home in the rain shows that Jason
believes that despite how hard he has tried to regain control and power, he is still treated as
though he is second class: Maury and Caroline ride home in the car while Jason is left to walk
home in the rain.
Jason snaps out of his reflective moment, telling Caddy, “Dont think that you can take
advantage of this to come sneaking back . . . we dont even know your name in that house . . .
you’d be better off if you were down there with him and Quentin.” Again, Jason returns to his
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vengeful need to control Caddy, ensuring that she understands she’s unwelcome in the home.
Following Jason’s statement, Caddy asks him to let her see her daughter, Quentin, first offering
him fifty dollars and then one hundred. Jason demonstrates controlling behavior by forcing
Caddy to show him the money before he’ll agree, and then he insists on taking the money before
allowing Caddy to see Quentin. When Caddy tries to fight this, telling him she’ll “give it to
[him] afterward” because she doesn’t trust him, he begins to walk away (204). Caddy agrees to
Jason’s terms, telling him, “I wouldn’t ask you if there was any other way.” Jason seems
delighted by this and tells her, “you dam right there’s no other way . . . Sure I’ll do it. I said I
would, didn’t I? Only you’ll have to do just like I say, now.” Jason is elated at having such
control over his sister, since he is the only one she can go to for help, and since now she must
meet his demands. His use of the word, “now,” shows his desire to correct the trauma of his
childhood. It is as if he is saying, “now things are different.” Unlike the traumatic childhood
memory in which Jason is powerless over Caddy and in which even adults pick on Jason, this
time, Jason is attempting to discharge those feelings of inadequacy and powerlessness by
exerting an unnecessary amount of control over his sister.
While Caddy likely expected a view of her daughter under calm circumstances, napping
perhaps, Jason instead brings Quentin in a carriage, slowing just enough to press her up to the
window for Caddy to see before shouting for the driver to speed off. He ends the meeting by
yelling an order from the carriage: “now get on that train like you promised.” Again, Jason is
elated at his ability and freedom to be cruel to Caddy in the way he wishes he’d had the power to
do when they were children. This time, Caddy has no adults to tell on Jason, and has no
resources for preventing him from using her daughter, Quentin, to control her. Of course, Caddy
does feel wronged and attempts to confront Jason, calling him a “liar.” Jason, however, reminds
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Caddy of her powerlessness, first by repeating the terms of their deal: “didn’t I do everything I
said? I said see her a minute, didn’t I? Well, didn’t you?” Then he exerts his control over Caddy
by threatening her, saying, “and if I see or hear you’re still in town after number 17 runs . . . I’ll
tell Mother and Uncle Maury. Then hold your breath until you see her again” (206). In his
second sentence, Jason is referring to Quentin when he says, “her,” effectively holding Quentin
hostage from Caddy.
Caddy still attempts to beat Jason and see Quentin under better circumstances, but Jason
repeatedly takes measures to block this: he tells Dilsey Caddy has leprosy and “if she ever
looked at her or Ben or Quentin they’d catch it too” (207), and when this doesn’t work, he tells
Caddy that if she returns again, Caroline will fire Dilsey, send Benjy to the state institution, and
disappear with Quentin. Here, the reader sees Jason is able to use his gendered, racial, and ablebodied privilege against those who lack these markers of privilege. Though this strategy works to
keep Caddy away from Quentin and the house physically, Caddy does question Jason about
where her money goes, asking to “see the bank statement” (208). But Jason threatens to tell
Caroline that Caddy “believe[s] those checks are being misappropriated and [Caddy] want[s] an
audit because [she] doesn’t trust her” (208). Caddy of course knows this will only cause
problems and moves to asking Jason to help her “get Mother to let [Caddy] have [Quentin] back”
(209). It’s clear Caddy lacks control and Jason knows it when he describes her standing still,
“whispering Damn you oh damn you oh damn you” (208) and later acting “like some kind of a
toy that’s wound up too tight and about to burst all to pieces” (209). She argues with herself
about whether or not she can take Quentin, saying “Oh, I’m crazy . . . I’m insane. I can’t take
her. Keep her. What am I thinking of,” (209). In the end, Caddy is left begging Jason to promise
“that [Quentin] has things like other girls.” Jason reminds Caddy of his power over her by telling
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her, “sure. As long as you behave and do like I tell you” (210). Again Jason feels the need to
assert his power and dominance over Caddy.
Although Jason attempts to force Caddy to let the family alone, Caddy continues to push
against him: she appears in person, asks for Quentin back, sends letters directly to Quentin, sends
money orders instead of checks, and insists on hearing from Quentin before sending more
checks. Though Caddy is generally unsuccessful, the very fact that she continues to push against
Jason shows his lack of control over her, and further exacerbates his need for control.
Quentin, like her mother, also pushes back against Jason’s obsession with control.
Despite his attempts to make sure Quentin goes to school and stays there, he finds her in town
during the day with the man with the red tie. He chases them all over town, but in the end, he is
the one who is made a fool and literally makes himself sick with a headache. In the end, it’s
Quentin who beats Jason by stealing back her money and escaping her dysfunctional home.
Jason is obsessed with finding Quentin and getting his money back. In the last chapter of
the novel an unnamed and seemingly-omniscient narrator informs readers that Jason’s concern is
not with the money, telling us, “of his niece he did not think at all, nor of the arbitrary valuation
of the money. Neither of them had had entity of individuality for him for ten years; together they
merely symbolized the job in the bank of which he had been deprived before he ever got it”
(306). This explanation that money and the bank job have only symbolic meaning for Jason is
similar to what Jason Sr. tries to tell his son, Quentin, in their conversation about virginity, which
is discussed in Chapter 1. Again, we can see that certain markers of masculinity such as wealth,
job status, and sexual virility actually have no meaning, even to white men themselves. From his
own description, the reader understands that Jason isn’t caught up in a desire to have his niece,
Quentin, back or in a desire for the money she stole; in fact, he hadn’t considered the money
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itself in terms of what he might do with it, but rather he’d associated that money with a form of
taking back the job he blames both Caddy and Quentin for losing. Losing Quentin means losing
any chance of receiving more money, and therefore ends his ability to reconcile with the trauma
of losing the job he’d been promised. In addition, Jason is particularly traumatized by the idea of
losing out to a woman. He unsuccessfully tries to distract himself by “imagin[ing] himself in bed
with [Lorraine] . . . pleading with her to help him,” but is drawn back to his defeat:
Then he thought of the money again, and that he had been outwitted by a woman, a girl.
If he could just believe it was the man who had robbed him. But to have been robbed of
that which was to have compensated him for the lost job, which he had acquired through
so much effort and risk, by the very symbol of the lost job itself, and worst of all, by a
bitch of a girl. (307)
When Jason must finally reconcile with the fact that he’s lost to “a bitch of a girl,” the “very
symbol of the lost job itself,” Jason’s hatred for women and need to control them is
unmistakable. Jason has tried to assimilate these fragments of himself which do not fit into his
concept of who he is: He sees himself as capable and powerful, all-knowing, cunning, and
deserving, but the experience of being defeated by a person for whom he has no respect, who he
views as the very opposite of capable, powerful, knowledgeable, or deserving does not fit into
his concept of self. Jason’s mind attempts to protect itself from this trauma by making it nearly
impossible to think: his trauma manifests itself in a bodily language in the form of a headache.
The headaches Jason experiences seem closely connected to his fear of defeat and
especially to his fear of being defeated by a woman, since the two scenes in which he describes
his headaches in most detail are the two scenes in which he is trying unsuccessfully to control
Quentin. The headache is first mentioned after Jason sees Quentin in an alley with the man with
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the red tie. As Jason gets into his car, he reflects on his conflicts with Quentin: “once this
morning, twice at noon, and now again, with her and having to chase all over town . . . and then
have to go back to town smelling like a camphor factory so my head wont explode right on my
shoulders” (235). Though it’s obvious that Jason is upset because he’s seen Quentin wearing a
short dress and spending time in town with a man during school hours, it’s unclear why Jason is
returning home. He clearly doesn’t expect to find Quentin at home, since he’s seen her around
town, and he confirms this in his conversation with Caroline. Caroline asks if he’s seen Quentin,
saying, “it’s after three . . . she ought to be home by now.” But Jason only answers, “Ought she?
. . . When have you ever seen her before dark?” (236-237).
It seems Jason is seeking a cure for his headache, yet he refuses to take aspirin,
describing it as “flour and water for imaginary invalids” (236). The only thing Jason does before
leaving is to enter his locked room, “t[ake] the box down and count out the money and hid[e] the
box again.” Counting money serves as a symbolic action for the control Jason desires: as he
counts, he knows and touches every dollar that is there, and counting money is a way to create a
feeling of ownership. In addition, Jason’s compulsive need to count the money, despite not
having added any money to it, implies his association between Quentin, the money, and his
headache because as soon as he saw Quentin he developed a headache and headed home.
However, instead of seeking out medicine or camphor as he’d mentioned, he counts the money.
His desire to count money in response to seeing Quentin and developing a headache implies his
desire to remind himself of his ability to outsmart Caddy and to control Quentin. This mentality
is further supported when he thinks to himself, “it’s not something to cure it I need it’s just an
even break not to have to have them” (239). Jason knows he gets his headaches from his
emotional state of feeling deprived of something he’d deserved. His association between Quentin
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and the headaches caused by not getting an “even break” is even more clear in light of the quote
mentioned above in which Jason names Quentin as “the very symbol of the lost job itself.” This
anger is only exacerbated when he sees Quentin following her mother’s footsteps and associating
with men because she reminds Jason of Caddy, whom he also blames for his lost job, and
because it reminds him of his inability to control both Caddy and Quentin’s behavior.
Jason’s headache only worsens when he runs into Quentin and the man with the red tie on
Jason’s way back to the store, and he decides to chase them. He says that he “forgot everything.
[He] never thought about [his] head even until [he] came to the first forks and had to stop . . . So
I had to stop there at the forks. Then I remembered it. It felt like somebody was inside with a
hammer, beating on it” (238). When Jason reaches the forks in the road and is unsure which way
to go, placing him on the brink of losing any hope of catching and controlling Quentin, he
immediately remembers his headache, demonstrating the subconscious connection between his
headaches, a bodily trauma, and his need for control.
Jason again experiences a significant headache at the end of the novel when he pursues
Quentin after she has stolen his money and run off with the man with the red tie. As he drives,
his headache becomes intense, causing him to stop to find if he’s left any handkerchiefs soaked
in camphor in the car. With no luck, he debates his options: “he could return and get the
forgotten camphor, or he could go on. In either case, his head would be splitting” (307). Despite
his acknowledgement that he could be sure to find camphor at home, while if he continues he
can’t be sure, he decides to continue, telling himself he “can drive slow, thinking of something
else” (307). Though under normal circumstances, thinking of something else would imply
thinking of something other than the pain, it seems in Jason’s case he means “thinking of
something else” to imply something other than Quentin and her ability to defeat him by stealing
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his money. He tries first to think of Lorraine, a woman with whom he is having an affair, but his
thoughts of her only take him back to his thoughts of Quentin, apparently associating them
because they’re both women. As his mind returns to Quentin, he considers his means for getting
the money back, and determines that it all depends upon seeing them first before they can
recognize him and run. Jason realizes that he only knows the man in the red tie by the red tie
itself, and therefore must hope the man is still wearing his red tie. When Jason acknowledges
“the fact that he must depend on that red tie” as “the sum of the impending disaster,” he thinks
that “he could almost smell [the impending disaster], feel it above the throbbing of his head”
(308). Jason knows how unlikely it is he’ll succeed in finding Quentin and getting his money
back, causing his headache, his bodily form of trauma, to become increasingly intense.
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Conclusion
The problems Faulkner traces in The Sound and the Fury and which I have outlined in the
previous chapters have not been left in the past. This fact becomes obvious in light of several
contemporary incidents in the United States, which Jared Yates Sexton discusses in his book,
The People are Going to Rise Like the Waters Upon Your Shore: A Story of American Rage. In
his book, Sexton explores the role of media and white male rage in recent events in the South,
particularly those leading up to the 2016 election of Donald Trump. Though Sexton generally
refers to “rage” in his text, his exploration of white Southern males and the residual impact of the
Civil War echoes much of the discussion of trauma that has been explored in this thesis.
Early in his book, Sexton discusses the conservative backlash against Obama’s election
and the “birther movement” in which conservatives argued that Obama had really been born in
Kenya and he was operating under a fake name. Sexton points out that in many ways “birtherism
had been a thinly veiled appeal to the closeted racists. By painting Obama as ‘the other,’ or as a
foreigner, conservatives were able to criticize him for his ethnicity without acknowledging that
his blackness played any role in their boiling and irrational hatred” (25). This irrational hatred
described by Sexton reflects the desperate need of contemporary white men to act out a
masculinity that reflects an ideology centered around white men and which places women and
people of color in a secondary role. This need is disturbingly similar to the need expressed by
Faulkner’s characters, Benjy, Quentin, and Jason. While changing social circumstances have
made acting out overt racism unacceptable in public or professional contexts, many of these men
continued their racist beliefs by hiding their racism behind suspicions of foreign birth. In 2008,
this fear of what is foreign was also coupled with concerns over a worsening economy.
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Earlier in my thesis I explained the Compson brother’s desire to return to an earlier
period of time in which they believed white males had more power. This outlook remains
prevalent in many parts of the country, particularly those parts of rural America where a
changing economy has left many white, working-class men out of work. Sexton explains that at
the same time that manufacturing companies were leaving rural towns across the United States,
white people watched as “those same small towns were sprouting up new businesses and
restaurants, many of them owned and managed by minorities new to the area” (25). This
changing economy further divided these towns racially because many white men viewed an
improvement in quality of life for minorities to be at the cost of quality of life for white men.
While minorities gained in money, and therefore, status, ex-factory workers, which were mainly
white men, struggled to find work, further fueling racist sentiments and emasculating white men.
This struggle and animosity can be seen in Jason Jr.’s frustrations at working in the town store
and his perception that he is working harder (and receiving less) than his African American and
female counterparts.
While in The Sound and the Fury, it is the stock markets and newspaper articles that fuel
Jason’s racism and antisemitism, Sexton argues that today, it is talk radio and news media that
continue to promote racial tension. According to Sexton, the idea that life is improving for
minorities at the expense of white men is perpetuated by talk radio and news media, particularly
Fox News, which “had banked on these insecurities by programming the channel with every
racially divisive story that came across the wire. Entire blocks of programming were spent
examining black-on-white and black-on-black crime, not to mention any instance where an
undocumented immigrant preyed on a white citizen” (26). Essentially, Fox News presented its
viewers with a “nightmarish vision of a country that had not only lost its way financially, but an
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America where it wasn’t safe to be white anymore.” This fear can be seen through Jason’s
narrative, written decades before the arrival of Fox News. Jason is constantly expressing fear of
being under attack, expressing, for example, his paranoia that “dam jews” in New York are
taking “the money away from us country suckers. Work like hell all day every day, send them
your money and get a little piece of paper back, your account closed at 20.62” (234). But this
belief that life for white men is worsening and minorities are to blame is not limited to Jason in
the 1920s; instead, this belief remains prevalent among many contemporary white men.
Jason’s fears are particularly telling in the context of Dylann Roof, the white man
responsible for shooting nine unarmed African American people at a church in Charleston.
Sexton describes Roof’s hometown, Eastover as the “the type of town where despair could
fester” (30). Sexton describes “crumbling houses that are either abandoned or soon to be” and
“areas and infrastructure leveled by winds from some distant storm that have never been rebuilt
or attended to,” a town full of “shitty jobs with shitty pay” (35). There are an unsettling number
of similarities between Roof and Faulkner’s fictional character, Jason. Like Jason, Roof was
intelligent: Sexton explains that “Roof is the type of person who could’ve very easily excelled in
high school and gone to college.” I am reminded of Jason, who was unable to go to college, not
because of a lack of intelligence, but because his family had already spent their last money
sending his brother, Quentin.
Sexton states Roof “could’ve gotten a job, could’ve gotten out of Eastover, could’ve
escaped whatever gravity held him there and bathed him in a learned and consistent hatred of
groups of people who never meant to do him harm” (36). I am again reminded of Jason, who lost
his chance for a job at a bank run by Caddy’s husband, Herbert, when Herbert learned she was
pregnant with a child that wasn’t his. Jason blames both Caddy and her illegitimate daughter,
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Quentin, and subsequently treats both with immense cruelty, yet he never makes any move to
find another job on his own. According to Sexton, Roof, “yearned for a past in which the
economic tables were turned and even poor whites had it better than somebody” (39). Here, Roof
again reminds me of Benjy, Quentin, and Jason: the world has changed and left behind, or at
least has attempted to leave behind, these constructions of white masculinity built upon privilege
and racism. Yet like so many contemporary white Southern men, neither Roof nor the Compson
brothers can find a way to change their conception of masculinity to fit contemporary social
constructions.
The similarities between these two men, one fictional and one real, is not a coincidence.
These similarities reflect a very real trauma that has been passed between generations and that
continues to be reflected in the racist and misogynistic words and actions of men struggling to
live up to an inherited idea of what it means to be white and masculine in a world that has left
these constructions behind. Though echoes of this framework for performing masculinity can be
seen clearly in Jason and Roof, research on white masculinity in the contemporary American
South shows that these constructions have begun to shift over time.
Although for many white men living in the contemporary American South, masculinity
and manhood are still closely tied to honor, which Trent Watts argues is illustrated “through
virility and violence,” other researchers notice changes to the ways in which Southern white men
act out their codes of honor (26). Craig Thompson Friend traces the evolution of white, Southern
masculinity following the Civil War in his book, Southern Masculinity: Perspectives on
Manhood in the South since Reconstruction. He notes a shift away from the emphasis of honor
through “mastery” of women and slaves to an emphasis of honor through “aggressiveness,
sexuality, and physical force” in a society where “competition became the means by which honor
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and power were demonstrated” (xv, xix). Friend cites increased interest in sports among white,
working-class males as one way we can see this shift in demonstrations of honor and power
through competition rather than mastery.
Friend also explains that violence alone was not enough to prove one’s masculinity, but
instead, the “violence had to contain a broader and more ideological purpose, specifically to
demonstrate honor in and protection of one’s self, family, and region” (xii). This continued need
for violence shows that despite some shifts in the framework for performing masculinity, some
elements of masculinity, such as violence, continue to play a major role. Here, we can see a
connection to both Jason’s character and Roof because although both men committed acts of
violence against innocent people, Jason’s concern with protecting his mother and his family
reputation and Roof’s claim that “I have to do this. Ya’ll are raping our women and taking over
the world” demonstrate that they believed they were acting in protection of their families and
region (Sexton, 39). Their belief that their actions have an ideological purpose demonstrate that
their acts were motivated by their desire to be masculine.
Ultimately, I hope this project will encourage continued research on contemporary white
masculinity in the American South and the ways in which contemporary white men attempt to
live up to conceptions of masculinity that remain influenced by pre-Civil War conceptions of
manhood. I hope that examining the ways in which pre-Civil War life continues to haunt
contemporary conceptions of white masculinity in the American South will allow us to
understand the tangible effects of these constructions on contemporary society. These effects
include the mass shooting in a Charleston church committed by Dylann Roof and the resurgence
of white supremacist movements in connection to Donald Trump’s 2016 election campaign. I
hope that by continuing to examine white Southern masculinity, white Southern men may one
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day be able to combat and overcome the trauma inflicted by the loss of the Civil War and find
the ability to imagine an identity that does not rely upon violence, racism, and misogyny.
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